
 
Thank you for purchasing a Duckpaddle Swing.  

Please find attached your instruction manual in reference to  

The Blenheim Swing 
Please follow the instructions below and should you have any queries 

please do not hesitate to call us on 01782 394587. 

Components  

2 Roof Panels with Cedar Shingles 

2 Roof Fill in Triangles (front and back) 

2 side Panels 

Back Panel 

Cradle 

Fixings  

80mm screws 

150mm Bolts 

Stainless steel screws for ridge tiles 

Cradle Fixings  

2 x 140mm brass hooks (inserted into back holes of swing cradle)  

2 x 80mm brass hooks (inserted into front holes of swing cradle) 

2 x 120mm brass hooks for the Roof 

6 x washers and 6 x wing nuts  

2 x chain 



Tools Required  

Power Driver with bit holder 

It is recommended that construction is completed with 2 people as this 

product needs to be aligned and lifted.  

Assembly 

Arrange the components on the ground to keep the build organised.  

 



With this swing, the roof and the back triangle infill have to be 
installed first. 

Attach the two roofs panels first by using 80mm screws. 
 

Next using the 80mm screws attach the back triangle infill between 
them to make the angle. 
 



Next you need the 2 side panels. Insert the 4 hex bolts by pre drilling 
holes on the roof panels. Then align the roof up with a side panel, the 
hanging hole is to go closest to the front of swing. Repeat this process 
on the opposite side.  
Once all the sides are aligned, screw the bolts in using the supplied 
drill bit.  
 

 



Now place the back panel on the frame. The back panel should lower 
onto the frame so the rebated section sits just inside the frame. 
This can be screwed into place by inserting x6 80mm screws to secure 
the panel. 



When secure, lift the swing frame into the standing up position. Then 

attach the second triangle infill at the front using 80mm screws. 

Now Put the 120mm brass hooks through the holes in the roof bar and 

secure tight. You may need to drill through hole and into roof. 

 
The 2 x 140mm brass hooks are inserted into the back holes of swing 

cradle and the 2 x 80mm brass hooks are inserted into front holes of 

swing cradle. 

Then hang the chain onto the hook with the short side of the chain at 

the back.  

Hanging the chain,  usually start hanging on the fourth link at the back 

and fifth link at the front and then adjust to your comfortable height. 

Once adjusted tighten with the wing nuts and washers. 

We have provided you with a Duckpaddle engraved block which can be 
placed at the front where the two roof panels meet and also some 
extra ridge tiles which sit on top where the panels meet. These are not 
essential, just for appearance purposes.  

Also, we will supply you with some extra touch up following 
construction.  



Enjoy your new Swing! 


